Comparative study of energy efficient MAC protocol with channel aware packet Scheduling in MANET
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Abstract

Mobile Ad Hoc Network is the centralized communication system which is used for transferring information through a secured mode from one end to another end. However, there is an energy loss that has been noticed in MANET. In this work, an efficient energy based Link Failure State Neighbor Detection Effective Efficient Protocol (LFSNDEEP) is to enhance the energy efficiency of the mobile node, and optimal transmission ratio computes Data, Audio, and Video packets. The proposed research on LFSNDEEP protocol is compared to Effective Efficient Neighbor Detection Protocol (EENDP) and which assigns the channel utilization. In this technique, the hello packet exchanges transmit based height and wavelength of the transmitter with particular distance. The computation of channel utility factor is the best method at link failure without data loss. The vitality utilization mathematical model is illustrated to show the nodes of least consumption by the broad recreation of utilization. The results observed from the proposed scheme shows that the energy level is minimized regarding the packet that loss is improved efficiently. In further, there are two results which can be gained in comparing with EENDP; firstly, packet delivery ratio and throughput get increased. And secondly, the end to end delay is decreased.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)

MANET is primarily an accretion of mobile nodes without any base. Information packets are transmitted from head node to its sub-nodes. The execution of 1 (MAC) protocol gets to be productive when it has connected to the distinctive node of the environment. This System is self-operative in cell phones which are associated freely towards any direction or any network. Such systems are of multi-hop, self-arranging and self-designing network. It assists many services and forms wireless networks without any infrastructure: MANET is proposed primarily for critical emergency situations like military encounters and natural disasters.

1.2. Energy conservation

MANET nodes have expected for a portable with the limited power of this MANET source. The energy conservation is extremely challenging in different environments. The packet sends transmission node with guaranteed in the network connection where the energy level is minimized during the transmission in the MAC protocol by using some tech nuances. This network changes the topology dynamically with consumed energy.

1.3. Channel assignment

A centralized algorithm is used to allow a channel to an LFSNDEEP protocol and to discover start of the link in a specific channel which is required to dispense with optional impedance it is to minimize the arrangement of the connection having a most extreme need for transmission in each time slot. The MAC protocol bolsters the point to the multipoint mode is utilized are along with the expansion of the total transmission capacity to be accessible to the end client. Channels are allocated to each connection in the network to minimize the aggregate number of Channel Signal Handset that confines the from sending and accepting packets all the while in a single time-space. Essential obstruction is unavoidable in our system mode. A channel cannot be transmitted and received at the same time. The channel task issue has given a mesh network and its directing tree with the minimized quantity of channels required to maintain a strategic distance from the auxiliary obstruction from the network altogether. By appointing different channels to connect a primary obstacle to dodge wastage of the channel, use to minimize the quantity of channel. Need plan transmits the packet, reduces the number of time slots required for scheduling.

1.4. Scheduling in MANET

The scheduling algorithm is a process which determines the packet which is to be served next to the queue. It has placed between the routing and the MAC. If the scheduling has to be then these types of issue link network transmission will be delayed in increasing and packet losing node. The scheduling algorithm has to be appropriate for the descriptions given below. Therefore, the algorithm has to promote the overall network throughput. t is to enhance the throughput of the total network and to reduce the end to end delay. It is to improve the energy level which has compared with the neighbor detection algorithm. In a time division, multiple access method time slots are used to transmit and receive data. It
is found out with the help of scheduling algorithm to determine which packet should enter in the queue. The scheduler communicated between MAC layer and routing agent. In MANET an ideal scheduling algorithm should be adapted to dynamic changing of topology and limited bandwidth this network has to meet with QoS requirements like minimum bandwidth and maximum delay limitation.

1.5. Packet scheduling

In this method of packet scheduling, it has implemented between congestion level and series of path interval. In this scheme, the lifetime of the path is collected and estimated to find its validity. In every parameter, the channel condition is checked by the value of the path lifetime. The packet has been selected by high probability and the cost of link break.

1.6. Problem identification

The energy efficiency of MAC protocol in MANET has been proposed in the preceding work [13]. The very proposal is based on channel deployment and queue size. In this protocol, a channel has assigned with the optimal transmission power to check data packet, and Audio, Video packet, and compared to be neighboring node detection by which the energy level is maximized. In this paper, it is intended to propose an LFSNDEEP protocol with the scheduling algorithm in MANET.

2. Related work

R. Manikandan [9] algorithm has proposed a fair scheduling for mobile Ad Hoc networks. The performance of the MAC protocol is improved with the help of scheduling algorithm and link-utility. The performance of MAC protocol is enhanced by the scheduling algorithm which has the connection to the link-utility method. This algorithm allows number slots for each flow by using priority queue by using which the Optimal Transmission Power has been calculated with the help of priority queue.

P. Sivanesan [13] introduced an energy-efficient fair scheduling for an inelastic traffic flow which is proposed in MANET is proposed. The data traffic is differentiated into two categories elastic and inelastic technique makes delay whereas the proposed technique prioritizes elastic flow for data packet without any delay. The utility function of nodes is measured by the channel utilization, channel state information, and packet delay value. The data packet with high delay value is prioritized scheduled first.

Benjie Chen [1] used multihop ad hoc wireless networks that reduce energy consumption without significant capacity or connectivity in the MANET. Each node estimate of how many neighbor nodes being awake and the amount of energy available to it. Network Topology is used to increase the energy consumption. The Span on top of MAC power saving mode can improve throughput and packet delivery ratio.

K. B. Gurumooorthy [15] proposed Enhanced Medium Access control (EMAC) protocol. This protocol is helpful to find out the link failures, hidden terminal, and broadcast problems by using an adaptive mechanism with more energy consumption. The data to be transmitted with a minimum power level and saves wastage of energy. The DHN (Double Hop Neighborhood) graph of each station gives an estimation of power which is need for every transmission.

Krishna Kumar [3] proposed a power control MAC protocol in which the power in various transmission time. As a result, the power control mechanism increases the power level reduced to Node power consumption varying in transition time. Power control mechanism increases the power level, in the time of transmission range. The source node follows the neighbor node to find the capability and transmission rate of the parameter. Mesh topology increases the transmission rate and reduces the power allocation of each node. Power allocation of each level and the data rate of each node in the system transmit the data to the node power level is minimum utilize by all the node are interconnected mesh topology since the node level energy is maximized.

3. Proposed solution

3.1. Overview

In this paper, the channel aware scheduling technique has been proposed for involatile and volatile flows in MANET are proposed. In our previous work, the best neighbor node had not found. By finding the best neighbor node, therefore, it is resulted to get minimum link-failure based on transmission type, rate, power, and bandwidth. When the data are transmitted by the node in the MAC protocol, the node selects the best neighbor node. The proposed technique sets the priority of data packet of an involatile flow. It is achieved as in light flow that requires a maximum delay requirement. In our proposed technique, it enhances the audio, video, and data packets of involatile flows are stored. The data packets are selected through based on the path lifetime value and cost of link break.

3.2. Neighbor node election

In our previous work, the neighbor qualification selection scheme is compared to a transmitter, receiver height with SNR. In this work, we implement the new neighbor qualification and election scheme which use the receiver height and wavelength instead of the transmission power of all links. Our previous work has been completed on the effectiveness of efficiency. The effectiveness has found out the number of neighbors and ability in energy consumption which spent the number of nodes and detection in the probability of time. Whenever the hello message is broadcast in a different period, the neighbor nodes are changed. In this paper, we employ the method of exchanging the hello packet with minimum interference SNR; estimate the transmission power, optimal transmission rate. The node transmits the Audio, Video packet to select the best neighbor based on the receiving antenna, wavelength upon which the buffer size is high.

3.3. Exchange hello packet with receiving signal strength

\[ P_{rx} = \left( P_{tx} \times dt \times dx \times ht \times hr \times w^2 \right) / (4wD) \times 2 \times p \]

\[ P_{tx} = \text{Links transmission power}; \ dt = \text{Data transmitter gain}; \ dr = \text{Gain of the data receiver}; \]

\[ ht = \text{Height of the transmitter}; \ hr = \text{Height of the receiver}; \ w = \text{Wavelength}; \ D = \text{Gap between transmitter and receiver}; \ p = \text{Packet loss}; \]

\[ \text{SNR} = \log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{tx}}{I + N} \right) \]

Packet loss based on SNR the SNR is the minimum level for transmitting Audio, Video packet.

Let \( P = \text{Incoming signal power}; \ I = \text{interfering signal power}; \ N = \text{Noise} \)

\[ \text{SNR} = \frac{P}{I + N} \]

3.3.1. Transmission power

Transmission power had been calculated already in various researchers. In this paper, the idea has been proposed for forthcoming systems in which the transmission power is computed by three packets such as data, video and audio packets. The transmission rates are calculated by the following equation \( \text{Sum}( R_{i,t}) = R_{i,t} \times \text{Rate vector} \) each link rate vector Transmission Types are three packet type considered - Data packet, Audio, Video.

3.3.2. Computation of optimal transmission power and rate

Optimal transmits rate has estimated the power by selecting the neighbor node and source node to select destination which link is the best link. The transmission power vector contains the trans-
mission power of all links, and hence the optimal transmission rate is calculated by the following equation.

\[ R = \frac{SSB}{(\lambda \times MP_s \times GL_s_d)} \]

SSB – Bandwidth
\( \lambda \) – Max Tx Power
\( L_s_d \) – Power at interference
\( V \) – Power for additive Gaussian noise
\( GL_s_d \) – Link gain
\( I_s_d = \sum (p_i_t \times GL_s_d) \)
\( \sum (P_{i,t} - P_{i,t}) \) – Is Power vector at time.

We select the optimal value after checking the values of transmission power, but on the contrary, the transmission rate and its power had been calculated in the preceding work so far, and hence the transmission rates of various packets are not compared to the path lifetime and cost of link break. The proposed research has presented the optimal transmission rate which is estimated that the consumption of power level has been increased by selecting the best neighbor node in the destination link.

### 3.3.3. Calculation of packet delay

\[ PI = Rpi - Tpi \]
\( Rpi \) – Packet receiving time
\( Tpi \) – Packet Transmission time
\( ND = PI \)
Find network delay = \( \sum (ND) \)

It improves link utility function

\[ \text{Link utility} = \text{Utility} - \text{Cost} \]
\( \text{Cost} \) – Link break counts
\( \text{Utility} \) – Link utilization at time

When the packet arrives at receiving end, based on the signal to noise ratio compute packet delay with different time-based energy loss.
The node has the following state.
The active state has consumed more energy; The passive state has node begin in the idle state spent less power than the active state and Sleep stage has a low level of energy consumption.

### 3.4. Scheduling phase

#### 3.4.1. Channel aware packet scheduling

There is a proper scheduling process for mobile Ad hoc networks in which the node select the path and calculate the path lifetime and link break. The value of path duration has utilized items which represent the state of the end-to-end path. At the time of packet scheduling technique, it selects the parameters which reach the destination with efficiency as shown in Fig. 1. It takes the amount of the weight age of link break to give priority to log queue instead of a more extended break log queue.

3.4.2. Method for flow selection

We select the path lifetime for the flow which is selected by channel aware packet scheduling is given in [2]. The following transmission power is helpful for to choose the flow, the packet which is the minimum used to queue namely channel aware packet scheduling algorithm, optimal transmission rate, and optimal transmission power.

3.4.3. Algorithm for packet scheduling

1. Start
2. Initialize Qi= [Q1, Q2, Q3...QN] (Set of Flows), P (Qi) = precedence Queue
3. N=allocate the slot for every flow
4. R=optimum transmission rate,
5. P=optimal transmission power
6. If (Qi.N<=Qi+1.N&Qi.R<=Qi+1.R&Qi.pM<=Qi+1.P) // scheduling
   {Queue plus flow are added p (Qi)}
7. Else
8. If (p [Qi]!=0) // channel aware packets scheduling
9. (if (p < path life time)
10. Select the packet with high probabilities & w [link break]
11. Insert flow Fi into the precedence queue
12. Else
13. Eliminate flow Qi in the precedence queue
14.}
15. End

In this channel-aware scheduling, the primary requirement technique is known as checking, which has the best link of flow and assigns channel without any interference. Whenever the flow is arranged the unnecessary data are removed from the priority queue if the best link is unchecked. This process continues until the priority queue is emptied.

3.4.4. Channel access scheduling for involatile traffic flows in manifold

In this channel access scheduling technique, involatile flows are prioritized our volatile flows data; audio, video packets are transmitted to the destination. The volatile, and involatile of flow, are helpful to the scheduling where a packet is sent. The scheduler allocates time slots for the packet in a volatile function three kind of packet belongs to involatile flow the scheduler checks the delay field in the utility function. The involatile technique selects the best neighbor node and low noise ratio with high space and a minimum level of link failure. Volatile, involatile technique number of the packet in the technique, to sort out the packet based scheduler on their packet delay. The involatile technique transmits data, audio, video packet transmits based on the best neighbor node in a scheduler compare the volatile technique.
Where \( t \) = time of transmitting duration, \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \) and \( AP_{10}, AP_{9}, AP_{8} \) both are reaching the scheduling queue. Whenever, all types of packet are arrived the queue the scheduler watch the data packet according to the flow type from table1. The volatile and in volatile both type of flow & are select the scheduler based on the higher probability and maximum of the cost of link break.

### 3.4.4. Computation for channel assignment

The channel states information transceiver height, receiver height, wavelength and with which noise ratio, the rate of power for data delivery are enhanced using the volatile technique. It estimates how much optimum power is needed for audio, video packet transmissions, prioritizing the volatile flows and also improves the network lifetime.

### 4. Results and analysis

#### 4.1. Mathematical proof

**Theorem 1:** A less amount of energy level which is to be distributed to the number of nodes where \( PFi \) is the probability of success and Boolean expression required an average of \( 1/PFi \) trails.

**Proof**

The involatile flows make use of the user channel aware packet scheduling algorithm to get a minimized Boolean expression. The outcome of expression which occurs with a probability \( PFi \)

Where \( Fi \) set of flows, \( i= \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \ldots \} \),

\[
\begin{align*}
P(X=Fi+1) &= (1-PFi) Fi+1-Fi PFi \\
E(X) &= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} Fi+1(1-PFi)Fi+1-Fi PFi \\
&= \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} Fi+1,QFi+1-Fi PFi \\
&P+Q=1 \\
&= \frac{PFi}{QFi} [QFi(1-QFi)-2] \\
&= \frac{PFi}{QFi} [QFi (PFi)-2] \\
&= (PFi) X (PFi)-2 \\
&= (PFi) -1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
PDR = \frac{\Sigma No. of Packets received}{\Sigma No. of Packets Sent}
\]

Packet Drop: The transmission of a packet of the dropped range is average.

Throughput: Total number of bits get at the time is transmission process

\[
\text{Throughput} \times 100 = \frac{\Sigma \text{No. of Packets received} \times 100}{\Sigma \text{No. of Packets}}
\]

#### 4.2. Simulation results

##### 4.2.1. Simulation parameters

We use NS2 to simulate in the proposed protocol in our simulation. The capacity of the channel of mobile hosts is set to the same value: 2 Mbps. We use the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 for wireless LANs as MAC layer protocol. A square meter of 1000 X 1000 is used as a bounded region in which a node is used with a uniform distribution of 100 mobile nodes for 75 seconds of simulation time. We assume that each node moves independently with the same average speed. The power level of the node is assigned to the 75% of node coverage area. Therefore, the traffic which is stimulated is Constant Bit Rate (CBR) for all the audio and videos at a speed of 5m/s. The settings of simulation and parameters have been summarized in the table. 1.

**Table 2:** Simulation Parameters Used in the Present Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameter</th>
<th>EENDP</th>
<th>LFSNDEEP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density of Nodes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation area</td>
<td>1000 X 1000</td>
<td>1000 X 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node coverage</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Source</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>CBR,AUDIO,VIDEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>512KB</td>
<td>1024MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy</td>
<td>22.1J</td>
<td>25J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>0.02w</td>
<td>0.99w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>50,100,150, 200kb</td>
<td>9000,9500, 10,000,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor count</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.2. Performance Metrics

The performance of MAC protocol and that of channel-aware packet scheduling are compared. Therefore, the performance is evaluated by following metrics.

**Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR):** Ratio of the transmitting and receiving a packet at successfully.

**Throughput:** Total number of bits get at the time is transmission process

**End – To – End-Delay:** Destination receives the packet to take the amount of time.

### 4.3. Experimental results

A CBR, Audio, Video traffic flows is varied as 9000, 10000, 11000, 12000 and 14000 for transmission rate. Performance analysis of two kinds of MAC protocol under the involatile technique and channel aware packet scheduling approach in MANET using NS2 is obtained on various scenarios. Each scenario is investigat-
ed for changes in performance metrics to increase the node energy level and throughput.

**Fig. 3:** Packet Size vs. Delivery Ratio.
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**Fig. 4:** Packet Size vs. Dropping Ratio.
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**Fig. 5:** Packets Size vs. Delay Ratio.
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**Fig. 6:** Packet Size vs. Throughput.
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Fig. 3 demonstrates the procedure of EENDP and LFSNDEEP system for the different rate of transmission. It has shown that the schedule of LFSNDEEP methodology has more than EENDP approach which is higher than 80%. The Protocol execution will be high in the given channel condition [2]. Fig. 4 depicts the dropping ratio of LFSNDEEP and EENDP methods for the various transmission rate situations. The dropping proportion is lower than EENDP approach. Fig. 5 exhibits the delivery ratio of data, Audio, Video parameter in an LFSNDEEP and EENDP systems for various transmission rate which is higher than (78%) in EENDP approach. While comparing EENDP and LFSNDEEP protocols, the packet drop of the latter is lesser, and the throughput is higher than the former which accomplishes a decent delivery ratio, contrasts with EENDP method. The channel state information of transceiver height, wavelength, the rate of power for information data delivery and noise ratio are improved by utilizing involatile procedure [9]. It is evaluated the ideal power for packet transmission. Fig. 6 depicts the finding that the throughput proportion of all protocol is higher in LFSNDEEP protocol when it is compared with EENDP protocol. If the channel is free, transmission reach is high due to no sign impedance. Furthermore, throughput is high [13].

5. Conclusion

Mobile nodes are moving haphazardly with no brought together organization in MANET. In this paper, the energy efficiency is proposed which proper scientific means which enhance throughput with a comparative study of two protocols with channel access scheduling for involatile streams in MANET. The planning capacity is evaluated by considering channel and use, the channel state data along with the delay of data packets. The EENDP MAC protocol does not analyze the rate of audio, video packet ideal transmission rate yet in an LFSNDEEP protocol transmits the audio, video packets whereas t with an ideal of transmissions. The information packet with high delay value is organized and scheduled first. The proposed method is accomplished with advancements like decreasing delay and decreasing the consumption level of energy utilization by expanding the throughput. By the results of reproduction, we have demonstrated that our proposed routing protocol achieves higher packet delivery ratio and throughput levels, by diminishing the energy consumption, packet drop, and delay.
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